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Many scientists say our earth has run out of time. What would you say if some scientists are shocked we still

exist? Because, according to their theories and calculations, they have proven that we should no longer be

able to exist. Would those revelations shock you? We need instant solutions and higher knowledge, right

now, for us to form a new pathway, to allow us to exist into the near future, if that is still at all possible.  

Obviously, the universe is offering us some reprieve to �gure out what it is we need to do to carry on living.

You would think that millions of people would desire to save our earth from destruction, would you not?

Sadly, only a handful, relative to the vast amount of people living, work hard in an attempt to save planet

earth. What about the rest? Do they care at all? Maybe they will care, but at what point will they begin to

care? When half of our population has disappeared, perhaps? What if we could halt that possibility from

happening, by acting NOW! If you desire to be part of the minority, who want to be involved with a global

shift coming; how can you be a part of it? Is there evidence to form a strong basis with possible solutions,

that could save our environment? You can discover the answers by beginning to become aware of how

precious your own evolution is. What if there are solutions? What if you began to investigate with an open

mind to discover ancient secrets that could be the Ultimate Universal Truth?
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Do you know something that is truly remarkable? We all carry a light �eld. But our light �elds became

heavily distorted (which caused density, pain, and suffering) because a few leaders, who did not desire our

Universal Love to grow for the good of the greater collective, took it away from us; all to allow their own

power to strengthen. By diminishing our �elds, they strengthened theirs.  

Why can it change now? Because the Time of the Universal Love has begun to shine. We now have

Caeayaron and Suzanna Maria Emmanuel shining the way forward with New Light Fields growing with

the Universal Love Activations. A global effort is made to help millions of people feel, and become aware,

that this could truly be so. 

By coming to the 7 Fundamentals of Light Concepts, you can begin to ascertain your own energetic

growth happening. You will begin to gain an awareness of how these 7 Fundamentals of Light Concepts

could be the keys to bring transformation to the planet. You can also discover the greatest Universal Secret

for yourself and why it has everything to do with the Great Cosmos. People who discover the Secret of the

Universe have opened their eyes to key knowledge that could save the earth and our lives, provided we

hurry to work together to create a global shift. It could restore all back to balance. It could be the solution,

and you will begin to discover why that is. Imagine if we knew the greater secrets of the universe and it

meant that a future could exist. Imagine if we could advance towards a greater stage of evolution coming.

What if all damage was able to be reversed with this knowledge, but that it could only be revealed to us if

we desired consciousness to shift to Universal Love, by embracing the New Creation Pathway? 

When you come to the 7 Fundamentals of Light Concepts, you will discover how this could be the ultimate

key to what humanity has been searching for. You can experience healing techniques that not only help

you on a conscious level, but also on an unconscious level. You can begin to understand that the key to

global peace and love, could be by consciously connecting into the New Creation Grids of Light and how

this could be achieved. This is the time when ancient prophecies are able to be seen to be revealed.

Already a few scienti�c experiments have taken place, as to see if it could at all be possible that if many

began to bring in their light together, with Divine Universal Love Coding from the (now since June 2020)

Sovereign Universal Love Channel and Caeayaron, that peace could come to this planet. What they found

was that it indeed could be quite possible. If enough people were able to shift to another grid of

consciousness, to allow enough Universal Love to come into their own �elds, it could very well be the key to

counteract all previous damage done to ourselves and the environment.

The secret of consciousness lies within the magnetic earth �elds, which are the ultimate keys to how

consciousness �ows. Within the earth �elds are ancient ley lines which hold humanity’s consciousness

programmes, which were heavily altered to serve certain leaders upon our planet. It is by dark leaders

creating suffering for mankind, our light was taken away from us through these ley lines. These ley lines

were the key to old human foundations for their rulership to stand upon. Those ley lines were the

foundations for their consciousness programmes.
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Each time we faced fear and struggles, our energy was taken away through these ley lines which made it

impossible to create peace and love upon our planet. Those programmes change our DNA since our DNA

responds to their consciousness desires, held within those ley lines. This has been a constant pattern for as

long as we have been here upon this earth.  

Suddenly, out of nowhere, or so it seemed, a few scientists picked up new frequencies appearing in the

earth, which was assumed not to be possible. How could the old ley lines begin to shift after laying

dormant for many centuries? Could this be the key reason why our environment has not yet collapsed

perhaps? If so, maybe there is still somehow a way to create stability on our planet. It seems like a very

small chance, but every small spark of hope is well worth the search. 

They silently explored this small spark of hope during the Universal Love Activations of Suzanna Maria

Emmanuel during the April 2019 Activations in England. What they discovered was that somehow a

frequency from somewhere, outside our current solar system, connected into the earth while she worked

with Caeayaron. This formed a new energy line within the �elds of the earth. Upon their investigation,

these few scientists, with ultra modern AI equipment, veri�ed that this could be the same frequency which

was placed within the earth �elds a very long time ago, as it had a similar vibration. The energy that

Suzanna Maria Emmanuel transmitted in, somehow merged in with this old frequency and this is why the

frequencies of the earth suddenly began to sing a new tone. The old had come to life again. This was a

miracle to these few scientists. This gave them hope that an ultimate solution was present, right here. They

recognized that this could be very well the New Foundation of Universal Love that was always prophesied

would come, that could see all of civilization shift.
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